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•  We won a long-sought victory when the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
provided Endangered Species Act protections to all chimpanzees, including 
those in captivity—effectively ending invasive medical experiments on them. 
We worked with the National Institutes of Health to ensure they will retire all 
government-owned chimps to sanctuary.
•  After The New York Times exposed cruel practices at the U.S. Meat Animal 
Research Center, we demanded changes. The USDA, at Congress’s urging, 
temporarily stopped new experiments at USMARC and improved animal 
welfare standards. All federal agricultural research facilities are now subject 
to inspection.
•  Congress denied funding for the USDA’s licensing of Class B animal dealers, 
who sell “random source” dogs and cats for use in research, often obtaining 
them from animal shelters, flea markets or “free to a good home” ads.
•  New Zealand banned cosmetics testing on animals. Turkey banned such 
testing where a validated alternative exists, effective January 2016, and  
South Korea’s partial ban takes effect in 2018.
•  HSI held its first BioMed21 (Biomedical Research for the 21st Century) event. 
The initiative, to re-orient research funding towards human-biology-based 
methods, is supported by leading scientists.
•  HUMANE HEROES: We led a coalition to save 66 chimpanzees abandoned  
in Liberia by the New York Blood Center after decades of experimentation 
and urged NYBC to honor its commitment to the animals. Great ape consult-
ants Jenny and Jim Desmond evaluated the situation, organized operations, 
implemented a new and varied diet for the chimpanzees and instituted daily 
feedings. The Desmonds, along with a local team, continue to work with  
The HSUS to improve care, build relationships with government and local 
conservation groups and develop plans for a Liberian chimpanzee sanctuary. 
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OUR EFFORTS TO END THE USE OF ANIMALS 
IN TESTING AND RESEARCH TOOK MAJOR  
STRIDES FORWARD.
Diane enjoys the good life at Chimp Haven 
sanctuary after being retired from the NIH.
We’re helping increase 
sanctuary capacity so 
300+ government- 
owned chimps can 
be freed from living 
in laboratories.
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